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Game overview 

 

Name Rainbow Blackjack 

Number of boxes 5 in landscape view (mobile/tablet/Desktop) 
3 in portrait view (mobile) 

Number of card decks 6 (Shuffled each game) 

Maximum payout (side bet) Bet x5000 

RTP (Blackjack) 99.59% 

RTP (side bet) 96.98% 

External game ID rgl-rainbowblackjack5 

 
Game Description 
Rainbow Blackjack is a standard Blackjack game with a new and exciting side 
bet. 
35 random cards are ‘painted’ in rainbow colours before the deal. If the first 
card dealt is a coloured card, the player wins their side bet multiplied by the 
value shown! If the first and second cards are both coloured, the win is then 
multiplied by the first and second card (Orange 7 x 8 Red = x56) If both cards 
are the same colour, the side bet is multiplied by the set multiplier shown on 
the cloth (up to x5000!). 
Players can also play the side bet without playing the main Blackjack game. 
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Platforms 
The game is available on the following platforms: 

 HTML5 Desktop 

 HTML5 Phone 

 HTML5 Tablet 

 

Game views 

The game can be played in different views, as follows: 
- The desktop version will scale to most window sizes and will display the 

appropriate view / layout for that size. 
- Both the phone and tablet versions can be played in landscape and 

portrait view. 
 

Number of boxes on mobile 

When in landscape view (and on desktop), 5 boxes are available. In portrait 
view, 3 boxes are available. This will change when the player rotates their 
device. 
If the player rotates from portrait to landscape mid-game, a message is 
displayed stating that the current game must be finished before changing 
view. Once the game is completed, the player will be able to rotate to portrait 
and continue playing with 3 boxes. 
 

Playing the side bet only 

Any cards dealt to a box with a side bet only remain on the table until cleared 

after the payout sequence. The game of blackjack is not played unless a bet 

was placed on the Blackjack bet position. 

If only side bets are placed (no Blackjack bets) the dealer is not dealt any 

cards. After all side bets are paid out, the cards are cleared away and the 

game ends. 
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Side bet game details 

 

Rules 

To play the side bet, a minimum of one chip must be placed on the side bet 
box (Rainbow icon above Blackjack box). 

The minimum and maximum bet values for the side bet are not necessarily 
related to those of the Blackjack box. 

The player does not have to place a bet on a Blackjack box in order to bet on 
the side bet. When this happens, no game of Blackjack is played with the two 
cards dealt to that box. 

All side bet payouts are a multiple of the side bet. The side bet itself is not 
returned. 

The coloured cards have no value in the game of Blackjack. As they are 
already shuffled into the pack, they will still appear during the Blackjack game 
however. 

 

Payouts 

There are three groups of payouts. Single cards (first card dealt only), Any two 
cards (not matching) and two cards of the same colour. 

 

Each coloured card awards the value as follows if dealt as the first card: 
RED Bet x8 

ORANGE Bet x7 

YELLOW Bet x6 

GREEN Bet x5 

BLUE Bet x4 

INDIGO Bet x3 

VIOLET Bet x2 
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Single coloured card 

If the first card dealt is a coloured card, the side bet is multiplied by the card’s 
value in the table above. 
For example, if the first card dealt is a green-coloured card, and the second 
card dealt is a standard white card, the side bet is multiplied by x5. 
As the side bet is not returned, the payout for the side bet is therefore x5. 
 
Two different coloured cards 

If both the first and second cards dealt are coloured cards but different in 
colour, the side bet is multiplied by both card’s values in the table above. 
For example, if the first card dealt is a green-coloured card, and the second 
card dealt is an orange-coloured card, the side bet is multiplied by both x5 and 
x7. (Bet x 5 x 7 = x35). 
As the side bet is not returned, the payout for the side bet is therefore x35. 
 
Two coloured cards of the same colour 

If both the first and second cards dealt are the same colour (not white), the 
side bet is multiplied by the set value shown. 
For example, if both cards dealt are red, the side bet is multiplied by x5000. 
As the side bet is not returned, the payout for the side bet is therefore x5000. 
 

Payout table for 2 cards of the same colour: 

DEALT CARD DEALT CARD PRIZE (X SIDE BET) 

RED RED Bet x5000 

ORANGE ORANGE Bet x500 

YELLOW YELLOW Bet x300 

GREEN GREEN Bet x200 

BLUE BLUE Bet x160 

INDIGO INDIGO Bet x120 

VIOLET VIOLET Bet x80 

RED ORANGE Bet x56 

RED YELLOW Bet x48 
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RED GREEN Bet x40 

RED BLUE Bet x32 

RED INDIGO Bet x24 

RED VIOLET Bet x16 

ORANGE YELLOW Bet x42 

ORANGE GREEN Bet x35 

ORANGE BLUE Bet x28 

ORANGE INDIGO Bet x21 

ORANGE VIOLET Bet x14 

YELLOW GREEN Bet x30 

YELLOW BLUE Bet x24 

YELLOW INDIGO Bet x18 

YELLOW VIOLET Bet x12 

GREEN BLUE Bet x20 

GREEN INDIGO Bet x15 

GREEN VIOLET Bet x10 

BLUE INDIGO Bet x12 

BLUE VIOLET Bet x8 

INDIGO VIOLET Bet x6 

RED (First) NONE Bet x8 

ORANGE (First) NONE Bet x7 

YELLOW (First) NONE Bet x6 

GREEN (First) NONE Bet x5 

BLUE (First) NONE Bet x4 

INDIGO (First) NONE Bet x3 

VIOLET (First) NONE Bet x2 
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General Information 

Random Game Play 

This game is totally random; the odds of getting any particular outcome are 
always the same and are not based on any other factors or prior outcomes 
e.g. stake value, previous wins or losses, time of day, account balance, etc. 
 

Return to Player Percentage 

The expected return to player (RTP) reflects the theoretical return over a large 
number of plays. The RTP is expressed as the percentage returned to players 
in winnings of the total amount staked, e.g. if £1,000,000 was staked and 
£960,000 was returned, the RTP of the game for that period of play would be 
96%.  
 

The actual RTP during a playing session can vary widely, in either direction, 
from the theoretical return.  
 

Game Info and Rules 

Game rules and information can be accessed from inside the game in all 
formats by pressing the Menu button just above the clock at the bottom-right 
of the game area. 

 

 

 

 


